WASHINGTON (AP) — The House on Tuesday sustained President Bush's veto earlier in the day of a bill that would have lifted his ban of federally financed abortion counseling. Democrats had thought they had the muscle to override Bush for the first time, but fell a dozen votes short.

The outcome left Bush with a perfect 24-0 record for making his vetoes stick, and was a blow to House Speaker Thomas Foley, D-Wash., who convened the session amid a dozen short of the two-thirds override strength in the first two-thirds vote to-proof majority.

But Foley didn't; the 276-156 tally was a dozen short of the two-thirds-veto-proof majority.

"The president ought to feel pretty good about this," said Rep. Vin Weber, R-Minn., a leading anti-abortion legislator. "This was an issue where it was very hard for us to demand party loyalty.... This was a tough one."

Fifty-three Republicans and one independent joined 222 Democrats in voting to override the Bush administration's rule banning abortion counseling at federally supported family planning clinics.

That provision has been attacked as a "gag rule" by critics who say it shackles doctors and prevents pregnant women from obtaining information pertinent to their right of choice.

Supporters did not have the two-thirds override strength in the last House vote on the measure. Foley, in a rare speech on the House floor, condemned the veto as motivated by "a mistaken principle."

"At stake was an overall $205 billion spending bill for education, labor and health programs. But the fight was centered on a provision that would block for one year the Bush administration's rule banning abortion counseling at federally supported family planning clinics."

Democratic Caucus. "I think the president loses on this. I don't think the American public agrees with him."

In vetoing the bill, Bush contended he was not trying to re-strict counseling for pregnant women.

He pointed to a memo he sent to Louis Sullivan, the secretary of Health and Human Services, which he said "makes clear that there is no "gag rule" to interfere with the doctor-patient relationship. I have directed that in implementing these regulations, nothing prevents a woman from receiving complete medical information about her condition from a physician."

Democrats denounced Bush's veto in strong terms and said that in vetoing the measure, Bush was jeopardizing the bill's spending for major health and education programs. Rep. Vic Fazio, D-Calif., called the veto "abortion / page 4

Although the war in the Persian Gulf is officially over, the Bush administration continues to commit genocide with him are accountable" for the war crimes, the Iraqi President remains in firm control of his country and, as many maintain, continues to commit genocide against Iraq's Kurdish population.

Beres, professor of political science and international law at Purdue University, spoke yesterday at the Hesburgh Center for International Studies about the war crimes that occurred during the Persian Gulf War. Beres has also been accused of committing genocide against the Kurds "before, during and after the invasion," he said.

"The difficulties in prosecuting Gulf War criminal have been compounded by the United States' fear of the geopolitical costs such prosecution might cause," Beres said. He added that the U.S. fears strengthening Iran, Iraq's principal rival in the Middle East, and is hesitant to alienate other Arab nations.

Another difficulty involved in any such prosecution is deciding where the war crime trials and investigations will be held.

"Kuwait's right to speak on matters of international law has been compromised because of its oppression of Palestinians and other minorities," he said. "Some argue that America's right to use military force is secondary to its not-quite surgical bombings against Kuwaiti citizens and aggression against non-combatants Israeli and Saudi Arabia."
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"ND family" isn’t as great as it sounds

As the time for turkeys and gift giving approaches none too quickly for overworked students, thoughts of family holidays past keep people in mind. Now where are thoughts of "family" more prevalent than at Notre Dame. At the very core of the whole Notre Dame essay is the idea of the "Notre Dame family."

This is a concept diligently promoted by ND representatives across the country as they attempt lure prospective students to life under the Golden Dome. The speak of how dorm life encourages a sense of family, how everybody at Notre Dame is just one big happy family and how the administration is going to be there to shoulder the parental role for the new students.

In theory, there is nothing really wrong with this idea. Almost everybody has a positive concept of families and it is natural to want to have a comfort and safety of home come along to college. The real problem with this idea lies in its practice and application.

There is an inherent paradox that genes of administrative policy giving good ole’ Monk and his cohorts the authority to act as mom and dad away from home.

To the average high school senior and higher parents, this is undoubtedly a very reassuring and attractive concept. But who really needs a second set of parents? The majority of the university, although good intentioned, does not allow its adult students the freedom to make their own decisions about important issues, such as sexuality and alcohol. Parental and an alcohol policy, in some form, are necessary for the general safety of the students, but it currently encourages "closed" behaviors and unformed choices. The university is not winning any "Parent of the Year" awards for the Notre Dame boasts about how the campus is going to become "parent friendly." The administration think that campus is going to become "parent friendly" just as fast as it is going to become "student friendly."

There is a great need for students to move off-campus to prove that they can handle having neighbors of the opposite sex. "Parental concern" and "administrative concern" should be two mutually exclusive ideas. The whole point of going away to college is to learn how to fly solo in the face of difficult decisions. To replace one set of parents with another is defeating the purpose and inhibiting the growth of the student.

The "Notre Dame family" is a very inviting one. But it is not without its price. As it currently functions, the price seems to be the students’ freedom to choose how to live their lives. Maybe one day, the administration will realize that this isn’t Never-Never Land and sooner or later everybody has to grow up.

The views are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.
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WEATHER REPORT  Forecast for noon, Wednesday, November 20

Forecast: Cloudy and turning colder with a 40 percent chance of showers. Partly sunny, decreased cloudiness in the afternoon.

Line Eaton  Managing Editor

TODAY AT A GLANCE

WORLD

Train derails near Mexico City

A freight train derailed and plunged into a busy highway south of the capital Tuesday, killing or injuring at least 50 people, authorities said. The accident occurred just outside the town of Tehuacan, 152 miles southeast of Mexico City in Puebla state. Reports of the scene indicated the train, heavily loaded with cement and sorghum, jumped the tracks at a curve near an elementary school and plowed into the traffic, said Susana Garcia Hernandez. She said there were about 50 dead or injured. At least 18 freight cars were destroyed as well as 14 vehicles on the highway, including passenger buses, Garcia said.

NATIONAL

Roberts defends recent fundraiser

TULSA, Okla. — The chief financial officer for Oral Roberts Ministry believes the only way to stop the jokes about the ministry’s most recent plea for money is to go bankrupt. Television evangelist Oral Roberts is asking donors to send money within the next three weeks or “all hell is going to break loose against this ministry.”

OPPORTUNITY

Seniors interested in teaching are invited to hear Pat Ryan, a representative of Inner City Teaching Corps, in the library concourse today, from 10 a.m. until 1 p.m. and then at the CSC from 2 p.m. until 5 p.m. in addition, an session will be held tonight at 7 p.m. at the CSC.

A workshop will be presented on “Ethical Treatment of Animals” by the American Veterinary Medical Association. The workshop will be held today at 7 p.m. in the CSC.

The Sachs Group will hold a presentation/reception for students interested in discovering career opportunities with the company. The event will be held at 6-9 p.m. in the Foster Room on the 3rd Floor of LaFortune Student Center. The event is sponsored by Career and Placement Services.

Seasonal Halloween Contest proofs taken at Stepan Center will be on display in the O’Hara Lounge of LaFortune near the Information Desk. For additional information contact Rachel Flanagan at 283-1511.

E. & J. Gallo Winery will hold a presentation/reception for all students interested in discovering career opportunities with the company. The event will take place in the Alumni Room of the Morris Inn at 7 p.m. The presentation is sponsored by Career and Placement Services.

MARKET UPDATE

YESTERDAY’S TRADING/ November 19

VOLUME IN SHARES

NASDAQ INDEX 289,185 1,400 3.12
S&P COMPOSITE 789,951 8,200 5.82
DOW JONES INDUSTRIALS 2,931,576 41.15

PRECIOUS METALS

GOLD  $ 1,900 to $1500/oz.
SILVER  $ 4,50 to $4,072/oz.

ON THIS DAY IN HISTORY

1779: New Jersey became the first state to ratify the Bill of Rights.
1945: Twenty four Nazi leaders were put on trial before an international war crimes tribunal in Nuremberg, Germany.
1959: The United Nations issued its Declaration of the Rights of the Child, saying governments have an obligation to ensure “a happy childhood” for the world’s young people.
1967: A few minutes after 11 a.m., the Census Clock at the Department of Commerce in Washington ticked past 200 million.
1975: After nearly four decades of absolute rule, Spain’s General Francisco Franco died in Madrid, two weeks before his 83rd birthday.
Irrfan says Americans must be freed

WASHINGTON (AP) — Released hostage Terry Waite said Tuesday that he had not known three Americans he later learned were remaining hostages in Lebanon.

"When you are freed, you can only think of yourself," Waite said in a news conference. "In Lebanon with five years in captivity, I cannot imagine the plight of those Americans — Terry Waite and Sutherland, 52, o f Boston, and Thomas Cicippio, 61, of Norristown, Pa., who are held there."

In his department there are approximately 1,200 full time workers, including police officers, firemen, teamster employees, secretaries, sanitation workers, and other part-time employees, she said.

Humphry said she had no objection to the decision to restructure the budget. Some of her projects have included Bay County Law and Justice, a project aimed at reducing crime in Bay County. Humphry said that her job is challenging and interesting and she encouraged her audience to consider elected office. Accounting or finance degrees are beneficial, she said, but not mandatory. She told her audience that, "You have the opportunity to make changes that never would have dreamed about in the 1980s." She encouraged attenders to attend a performance by The Saint Mary's Women's Choir in a 10 to 15 minute program.

The Saint Mary's Women's Choir will perform at 12:10 p.m. on both days, she said. Performance by the high school choir run from 9:30 a.m. to noon, and 2 to 4:30 p.m. each day.

Certain students from participating high schools will be selected to attend private piano or voice lessons with members of Saint Mary's Faculty. All participants will receive a campus tour and tickets to the choir festival. The Saint Mary's Women's Choir, according to Menk, associate professor of music, will participate in a seventh annual High School Choir Festival in the auditorium. University.

She held jobs in public school special education centers before getting her MBA at Notre Dame in 1985. In 1987, she became involved in Kerman's campaign, who later became acting director of the city controller, she said.

In her department there are approximately 1,200 full time workers, including police officers, firemen, teamster employees, secretaries, sanitation workers, and other part-time employees, she said.

Mandatory

Waite vows to fight for freedom

LYON, England (AP) — Laughing, weeping and breaking into a burst of bitterness, freed hostage Terry Waite returned home Tuesday and said he would continue working to release all hostages in Lebanon.

The burly envoi, who paid for his last mercy mission to Lebanon with five years in captivity, joked about his large feet and the feeling of freedom.

He spoke to no one except an occasional word with a guard who brought food.

"I think you can imagine that after 1,763 days in chains in an overwhelming experience to come with the people you care about your greetings," said Waite, 52, after flying into this airport in peace without the surrounding hair.

"From the bottom of my heart I want to say, there is someone out on such an awful day, but a typically English day," he said, looking at traffic moving steadily.
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have your options explained to you ... by a doctor or a nurse." 

Abortion 

continued from page 1 

"disgusting," and other Democrats used similar lan-

guage. "This is an absolute outrage," said Rep. Patricia Schroder, R-Col. "Anyone who does not vote to save American women, we don't think you're adult enough to

Saddam 

continued from page 1 

of Iraq, Beres said. Beres said Saddam and his top officials are not in custody, there will be no repeat of the Nuremberg Trials. The only way for justice might be assas-
sination, Beres said. "There has been no illegaliza-
tion of assassination in any in-
ternational treaty," said Beres. "Assassination could be con-
strued as a law enforcement policy."

Although he acknowledged assassination is a very touchy subject, Beres said, "it is time
to pass from the jurisprudential to the common-sense. If there was a blanket ban on as-
sassination, we would have to realize that terrible crimes might have to go unpunished."
The possibility of trials oc-
curring is doubtful without "the political will to make the ma-
chine work." With Saddam still in power, his conviction on any charges would be next to im-
possible without a concerted in-
ternational effort, Beres said. A native of Zurich, Switzer-
land, Beres has lectured widely on international affairs, nuclear war, and human rights. In addition to writing articles for journals specializing in interna-
tional affairs, he writes occa-

tional columns in newspapers nationwide.

This lecture was sponsored by the Kroc Institute for Inter-
national Peace Studies, the De-

partment of Government and International Studies, and the Notre Dame Law School's Cen-
ter for Civil Service and Human Rights.

It's About Time. It's About Space. 

Nearly 300 Haitians 

forced to return home 

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) — The United States Tuesday 

forced home 300 Haitians who 

fled in small boats after a mili-

tary coup. But as Haitians kept 

fleeting, a U.S. judge ordered 

the government to stop the repatri-

ation, saying the government 

failed to grant the refugees 

their rights.

Haitians by the dozens, many fearing repression, have been fleeing after President Jean-

Bertrand Aristide, their first 
democratically elected presi-
dent, was toppled by the mili-

tary. Many were retrieved by Coast Guard cutters stationed not far from Haiti's coast.

Nearly 500 are in U.S. cus-
tody at Guantanamo Bay in Cuba and the rest are aboard Coast Guard cutters. Venezuela, 

Belize, Honduras and Trinidad and Tobago had offered to take in at least 500 of the Haitians, and U.S. officials said those held at Guantanamo Bay will be 

sent to those countries first.

After failing to persuade 

countries in the area to provide 

shelter for more Haitians, the 

State Department announced in 

Washington that most of the 

Haitians were being sent home, 

effectively immediately.

The Haitian Refugee Center in 

Miami had challenged the repa-

triation, saying the government 

failed to grant the refugees 

their rights.
Shevardnaze to return as foreign minister

MOSCOW (AP) — Eduard Shevardnadze is returning as Soviet foreign minister, officials announced Tuesday, giving his immediate boost to his long-time friend Mikhail Gorbachev's struggle to revive Kremlin authority.

The reapportionment of Shev­

ardnadze, who helped end the Cold War but then quit as for­

eign minister last December, warning of dictatorship in the Kre­

mlin, drew immediate praise from President Bush and other Western leaders.

"We know him well and have great respect for him," Bush told reporters as he met in the White House with Alexander Yakovlev, another member of the original Gorbachev team that began the perestroika re­

forms.

The genial, white-haired She­

vardnadze, 63, and other Soviet leaders had no immediate pub­

lic comment on the appoint­

ment. The state TV called it "just as sensational" as his resignation 11 months ago.

The appointment bolstered world confidence in Gorbachev as he struggled to forge a new confederation among the re­

main ing 12 Soviet republics and persuade them to assume re­

sponsibility for the $81 billion Soviet debt.

In a particularly difficult moment for the U.S.S.R., the return of Shevardnadze ... will contribute to giving the world a guarantee of having in Moscow not only secure, but also trustworthy and capable partners in dialogue," Italian Foreign Mi­

nister Gianni De Michelis said.

The reapportionment was the first significant personnel change in a remarkable year. Shevardnadze had made a ca­

reer in the Communist Party and police apparatus in his native Georgia until Gorbachev surprised the world by naming him foreign minister in 1985.

As Gorbachev's chief emissary to the West, Shevardnadze hammered out treaties under which the Soviet Union slashed its nuclear and conventional arsenals and agreed to with­

draw its armies from eastern Europe. Soviet satellite regimes and the Berlin Wall toppled, en­

raging hard-liners.

Shevardnadze, with a theatri­

cal flair, stunned the world last Dec. 20 by telling the Soviet parliament he was resigning because "dictatorship" stalked the Kremlin.

In less than a month later, So­

viet troops cracked down on successionist Lithuania and Latvia, killing more than 20 people. Last August, Shevard­

nadze's chilling prophecy came true, as Communist Party hard­

liners tried to overthrow Gor­

bachev.

NEW YORK (AP) — Three American experts Tuesday an­

nounced publication of previ­

ously unpublished portions of the Dead Sea Scrolls, further breaking a small group of re­

searchers' 40-year stronghold on the documents.

Access to the scrolls has been guarded jealously by an eight­

member committee of Israel­

based researchers dubbed "the cartel" by critics.

In recent months, two Ameri­

can institutions published por­

tions of the scrolls in defiance of the committee.

Tuesday's announcement of publication of "A Facsimile Edition of the Dead Sea Scrolls," a two-volume work, takes the academic cartel a major step further by offering the percent of scroll material that has never been seen, in addition to what was published but not readily available to all scholars.

"This represents the last step in the breaking of the monopoly. Now there will be absolute, total public access," said Professor Robert Eisen­

man, chairman of religious studies at California State Uni­

versity in Long Beach and co­

editor of the book.

Herschel Shanks, publications editor for the Washington, D.C­

based Biblical Archeology Society that is publishing the book, also announced a new In­

stitute for Dead Sea Scrolls Studies, where scholars may study the manuscripts and ex­

change information.

The scrolls were discovered by a group of Israeli soldiers in caves near the Dead Sea in 1947. Scholars believe they were written by members of a Jewish sect around the time of Jesus.

While some 300 scrolls have been published elsewhere, crit­

ics charge that the committee's editors have released only about 100 in nearly 40 years, denying a rich hole of history to scholars.

"What enormous hubris and greed it was for eight men to think in that lifetime they could edit and write compendia­

aries on all of this material," said Shanks, a leading foe of the committee.

Eisenman said the 1,787 pho­

tographs of scrolls in the new books were delivered to him over a two-year period by an anonymous source.

He said he didn't know who the source was, but believed it was no one connected with the Israel committee or either of the institutions that recently released material, the Huntington Library in San Marino, Calif., and Hebrew Union Col­

lege in Cincinnati.

Professor Eugene Ulrich of Notre Dame University, a committee editor who denies that the group has withheld data unfairly, called the Eisen­

man-Robinson book "groundbreaking" and "ethically questionable."

Ulrich added, however, "I would hope this will bring some peace and rest to the troubled waters of the Dead Sea Scrolls project ... I would like to see (Shanks) and his colleagues de­

cide they've gotten enough kno­

ds that they can get out of the warfare mentality.

Eisenman and his co-editor, Professor James Robinson, chairman of religion at Califor­

nia's Claremont College gradu­

ate school, said they had no doubt that the anonymously donated photographs were authentic.

Eugene Ulrich

When the Great American Dream isn't great enough

Have you considered

THE HOLY CROSS CANDIDATE YEAR?

A one-year program at Moreau Seminary at the University of Notre Dame for college graduates interested in exploring the possibility of a lifetime of service as a Holy Cross priest or brother.

Scholarship assistance is available.

Call or write for information:

Fr. John C. K.C.S.O.
Congregation of Holy Cross
Box 541
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556
(219) 239-6385

Drop-in Night for WALLYBALL

Friday, November 22
7 pm - 11 pm
Joyce ACC racquetball courts 2A & 2B

Bring a four person team or come and meet new friends
No advance registration necessary
Play as many games as you wish
Sponsored by RecSports

It's off the wall . . .

Music for the masses

Saint Mary's junior Janine Felder looks over a compact disc yesterday at Tracks. Randy Christopher, a Notre Dame junior, peruses a few of the CD's from Tracks' extensive selection.

SECURITY BEAT

THURSDAY, NOV. 14
7:30 p.m. Notre Dame Security and Fire Department treated an injured student to the St. Joseph Medical Center.

1:30 p.m. A motor vehicle accident occurred in the C-1 parking lot. There were no injuries in the accident.

4:44 p.m. Notre Dame Security and Fire Department treated a sick student and then assisted in transporting the student to the St. Joseph Medical Center.

11:32 p.m. A University employee re­

ported the vandalism of her vehicle which was parked at the Hesburgh Library Circle.

FRIDAY, NOV. 15
1:28 p.m. Notre Dame Security and Fire Department treated an injured Phillips student and then assisted in transporting her to the St. Joseph Medical Center.

1:21 p.m. Notre Dame Security assisted in transporting a University employee from the Morris Inn to the St. Joseph Medical Center.

3:55 p.m. Notre Dame Security ap­

prehended a Guita, Texas resident who was shopping at the Harris Benefactor.

4:46 p.m. An off campus student reported vandalism to the police.

10:42 p.m. The Notre Dame Fire De­

partment extinguished an oven fire in the North Dining Hall.

SATURDAY, NOV. 16
1:05 p.m. A P.W. resident reported that she lost a change purse between her dormitory and the B-16 parking lot.

9:32 p.m. A Notre Dame Security Office found a know suspect alcohol from a South Bend resident who was in violation of the University Alcohol Policy.

SUNDAY, NOV. 17
12:30 a.m. A Student Security Officer reported vandalism to the Guf Pid Shope­

sign at the Rockne Memorial Building.

8:44 a.m. A University employee reported vandalism to a window at South Dining Hall.

6:34 p.m. An injured Radi Hall resident was transported to the St. Joseph Medical Center.
AIDS drug effects all users equally

CHICAGO (AP) — The country's most widely used AIDS-fighting drug appears to work just as well for women and minorities as it does for white men, according to two studies.

Researchers on both studies cautioned that their reviews of the drug AZT were limited and urged further study. Their findings should calm some of the fear raised earlier this year by a government study suggesting AZT might be less effective for some groups, an editorial accompanying the two new reports in Wednesday's Journal of the American Medical Association.

The issue of AZT's effectiveness across racial, ethnic and gender lines is particularly important because minorities and women represent a growing number of AIDS cases. White rates of newly acquired infection by HIV, the virus that causes AIDS, in this country appear to have stabilized or declined in homosexual men, they have not subsided in blacks, Hispanics, women and intravenous drug users, researchers said.

It had been widely assumed that AZT was equally effective for AIDS patients regardless of their race or sex, but a report in February conducted by the Department of Veterans Affairs seemed to question that premise. It said AZT slowed development of AIDS symptoms when given to white patients who were infected with the virus but had not yet developed the disease — but didn't do the same for blacks and Hispanics.

The VA report stirred controversy despite the author's warning that it was an preliminary and based on a limited study group. Researchers on the two latest studies reviewed studies of the drug dating to 1987 — a time pulling out data on women and minorities. They did not look back before blacks and Hispanics.

The VA report stirred controversy despite the author's warning that it was an early study and based on a limited study group. Researchers on the two latest studies reviewed studies of the drug dating to 1987 — a time pulling out data on women and minorities. They did not look back before blacks and Hispanics.

"We found there is no evidence to ... prove that AZT was any less beneficial in blacks or Hispanics or in women," said Stephen Lagakos, lead author of one of the new studies and professor of biostatistics at Harvard University School of Public Health in Boston.

Researchers noted that the two new studies should be viewed cautiously for the same reasons the VA study was — because none of the three were originally designed to make race or sex comparisons.

Federal prosecutors argued during his trial that Petillo owned the South End Social Club, a rundown club in Hartford that was a front for the mob's illegal card and dice games and bookmaking activities. Petillo's attorney, Richard Cramer, said although Petillo participated in gambling, he was not the ringleader. Petillo scoffed at the government's depiction of him as a gambling czar and sometimes laughed during testimony.

U.S. District Judge Alan Nevas on Nov. 5 sentenced Petillo to 6 1/2 years to solve problems. He testified that the Medellin cocaine cartel became aware of Noriega in the late 1970s when one of its members was arrested and beaten in Panama and forced to pay the Panamanian leader $250,000.

The Medellin cocaine cartel decided "either to bribe or to fight him," said Lehder, calling Noriega "just another criminally corrupt police officer in Panama.

Lehder said he never met Noriega, but heard much about him in cartel "round tables held to solve problems." He said the cartel struck a deal with Panama in February 1982, after Noriega helped win the release of kidnapping suspect Marta Ochoa, a sister of the cartel's Ochoa brothers.

In return for $1,000 per kilogram of cocaine shipped through Panama to the United States, Noriega gave cartel pilots a special frequency to use when landing in Panama, Lehder said. Noriega's intelligence agents met the planes and helped store the cocaine, he said.

All arrangements were kept compartmentalized and Noriega and the Medellin cartel were unaware of all the details, Lehder said. He was to continue testifying Wednesday.

He agreed to testify in return for better treatment and other considerations including the possibility of a reduction of his sentence. But prosecutors deny he has been promised an eventual release.

Lehder, for the first time, admitted he coordinated the acts he was charged with in his 1988 conviction, which his attorneys are still appealing. He said he actually smuggled 15 tons of cocaine into the United States.

He said he bought Norman's Cay in the Bahamas in the late 1970s for $1.2 million in drug profits. He allegedly paid Bahamian Prime Minister Lynden Pindling for protection, a charge Pindling has strongly denied.

"When I purchased the island, I established a (cocaine) pipeline into the United States," he said.

But he said that in 1981 he had to flee the Bahamas because local officials and U.S. drug authorities closed down his operations. When he was arrested after a firebomb in Colombia in 1987, U.S. authorities boasted he was the biggest drug catch ever up to that time.

Prosecutors called him "the Henry Ford of the cocaine trade" because he modernized drug delivery routes to the United States from Colombia.

Lehder gave television interviews from a Colombian jungle hideaway to offer his fondness for Adolf Hitler and build a statute of the Nazi leader in his ranch — complete with bullet hole. He even organized his own political party to fight "U.S. imperialism."

The Observer/John Novak

Tending to their business
Senior Mark Reuter tends the flag for fellow senior Matt Heslin. The Zahm Hall residents found time for a round of golf at the Burke Memorial Golf Course during unseasonably warm weather.

Will Kurt last past 10?
Will Barbie find Flo?
Happy Birthday!
Love,
The Spritzer Sisters

HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) — Reputed mobster Americo "Cigars" Petillo was sentenced Tuesday to 6 1/2 years in prison for using a social club as a front for the Patriarca crime family's gambling operations.

Assistant U.S. Attorney John Durham argued for a prison sentence, saying if Petillo went free, he would assume control of the crime family, which was left in disarray in a tri-state sweep of 21 reputed mobsters in 1990.

Those interested in directing, stage managing or publicity, please contact Sonia Miller X 4704.

Any suggestions welcome. Acting auditions will be held at the beginning of second semester. Watch for signs.
Win or lose, a visit to ND is a moment to remember

Dear Editor:

To lose by 10 points hurts. To lose by 1 point hurts even more. Why do so many fans seek tickets to an Irish game when they can watch it from the comfort of their living rooms and avoid the traffic? Because the majority of the fans seek the spirit until you've been to the ND stadium, live.

Why do so many fans seek tickets to an Irish game when the rally will doesn't get the blood pumping, if they don't—nobody walks away a loser. For they have purchased a ticket to a memory that will live on in their hearts forever! There are no sad faces that will live on in their hearts if they don't—nobody walks away a winner.

The true aspect of the game, one need to fight the Friday night traffic to attend the pep rally. If the traffic doesn't get the blood pumping, the rally will.

Don't miss the tailgate party, or the walk along US 33—where you'll see visitors from as far away as California totting signs "in hopes" of purchasing tickets—at any price.

Win or lose, a visit to ND is a moment to remember."
Papal teachings proscribe the ordination of women

In his address to the American bishops, in Los Angeles on Sept. 16, Pope John Paul II stated that, "women are not called to the priesthood. Although the teaching of the Church on this point is quite clear, it is in no way altered the fact that women are, indeed an essential part of the Gospel plan to spread the Good News of the kingdom. And the Church is irrevocably committed to this truth." (Emphasis in original)

On Jan. 30, 1977, Pope Paul VI said, "Why can men alone and not women, too, receive the priesthood? Let us note straight off that at no point does anything function that does not imply unequal dignity in the objective order of grace nor, consequently, any inferiority in the order of love and holiness (Gal 3.28). In this hierarchy, as Mary shows, women can occupy the highest places and this not merely as passive recipients of grace but as active practitioners of the great virtues which have such a wide and beneficial influence on society.

The reason for the disparity of the priesthood is Christ's decision in giving the Church his fundamental structure and her hierarchical characteristic. All who are members of the Catholic Church, as enunciated by the Vicar of Christ."

The CNDPOW statement conveys the impression that the Church has not really excluded women, as it has been practiced. Women have been active and political in the Church. Unfortunately, Notre Dame students are not likely to have such an understanding of their theological studies to experience an adequate presentation of the Papal teaching on this, or any other subject. In fact, the position of the Church on the ordination of women is clear and settled.

Campus organizations launching awareness campaign

Dear Editor:

A coalition of campus organizations launched a campaign to raise awareness about sexual harassment and sexual assault at Notre Dame. We recognize the need for such a program in order to educate ourselves about these problems. We hope that by sponsoring such a program the number of such incidences will decrease.

The campaign includes several Notre Dame ads explaining the myths and realities of sexual harassment and sexual assault. We hope to dispel some commonly held misconceptions through these ads.

Dispatches from the series of ads, a letter will be sent to each student from a victim or from a person related to a victim. There will also be a panel discussion headed by Ms. Laurel Elslinger of Sex Offense Services on Wednesday, Dec. 4, at 7 p.m. in the library auditorium. We hope that this will provide students an opportunity to voice their concerns, questions, and opinions.

The campaign will culminate in a two-page article in which we hope to illustrate specific incidences of sexual harassment and assault here at Notre Dame. Foremost, we are asking that if you or someone you know has had an experience of harassment or assault to write anonymously to Student Government. Such letters will be vital to the campaign and will be considered confidential.

The address for letters is: Student Government, 2nd Floor Student Life.
I read with great interest the whole saga that took place during the men's interhall football playoffs. It's a pity that the Verm in from Carroll had to fight so gallantly, only to have their victory taken away from them.

But as I read about how Carroll was forced to forfeit a game because three of their players were ineligible, I wasn't thinking that Carroll had cheated or that the interhall officials had made a mistake.

The thing that struck me about the whole matter was that two of those players who live in Carroll don't even go to Notre Dame. There are quite a few students from Holy Cross College that live in the apartments around me, and they're all great people. "Why, then, don't they live at Notre Dame?" I wondered aloud.

The question was answered when I realized who these two players are. It all seems to fit now. If you have the clout (or more importantly, the money) you can get anything you want at Notre Dame.

I have this friend named Matt. He's from about the same financial background as myself—poor by Notre Dame's standards. Well, Matt, you see, transferred to Notre Dame last year. Hoping to live on campus, he contacted the Office of Student Residences.

"Sorry, there's no room in the inn," they said, so I gave that book we know so well.

Hmm... If there was indeed no room on campus for Notre Dame students, how come there are two (and maybe more) Holy Cross students living here?

In the words of a representative from Student Residences, "Special exceptions were made by the Officers of the University." Hmm...

If you donate enough for two dorms, you not only get a room, but cable television, too. Okay, would like cable, but two dorms are only get a room, but cable television, too. Okay, you can have either the Irish women's volleyball team or the men's basketball team come over and give you a rub down—nightly.

If you donate enough to build, say, a new dorm, you get any room on campus you want! Okay, that's a little far-fetched. Sorry.

If you donate enough for two dorms, you not only get a room, but cable television, too. Okay, if you give the University enough to create a new quad, high-ranking University officials will baby-sit your grandchildren.

Lou Holtz will personally warn them and Monk will teach them how to play basketball. Throw in another building, and Patricia O'Hara will be in charge of the parking.

Looking at all of these guidelines, it's apparent that people like Matt and I don't really have the will handle the discipline.

"Okay, so that's a little far-fetched. Sorry."
Good things from the BoDeans

By Rich Kurz and Jen Marten
Accent Writers

Even though only two acts were listed on the bill of performers, four separate sounds filled Stepan Center last night.

After opening act Will T. Massey warmed up two-thirds full Stepan, the BoDeans took the stage and treated the crowd to three distinctly different sounds.

"The group opened with a number of songs from their first two albums, "Love & Hope & Sex & Dreams," and "Outside Looking In," belying their origins in the Milwaukee bar scene. After opening with "Fadeaway," the group switched gears playing the mellower "Through," a ballad encouraging crowd participation on "If I Could Hold You Tonight." "Paradise," the first song performed off their most recent album, "Black and White," sent a wave of energy through the crowd, and for the rest of the evening the band received a great deal of support from the audience. This song featured a more poppish feel, emphasizing Michael Ramos' keyboards. Vocals of Sammy Llanas and Kurt Neumann shared responsibilities on the mike, complementing each other nicely. Llanas' deep-throated, gravelly voice contrasted Neumann's more melodic sound. Despite apologies for Llanas' vocal problems, his unique sound disguised whatever trouble he may have had.

"Good Things," a song which has encountered some success on the pop charts, proved to be one of the big hits of the first set, with the crowd filling in the responses on a couple of occasions. The group finished the first set with "Ultimately Fine," from the "Love & Hope" album.

Ramos, bassist Bobby Griffin and drummer Danny Gaiday took a break, leaving Llanas and Neumann alone on stage. The pair showed yet another side, performing a three-song acoustic set harkening back to their first sound.

The rest of the band returned for a rocking cross-section, encompassing songs from all of their albums, with "Do I Do," from the latest album, gathering a huge response from the crowd. "Say About Love" closed the second set.

The crowd, eager for an encore, showed its desire with the cheer performed during kickoffs of Irish football games, and the BoDeans responded. After Neumann called the cheer "one of the coolest things" he's ever heard, the crowd repeated it, much to his delight.

"Say You Will," from the first album, was the first song of the encore, followed by "Naked." An exceptional version of "Good Work" ended the concert on a high note.

The music was complemented with a colorful lighting display, which was effective despite being simplistic for this age of multi-million dollar light shows.

Will T. Massey opened the show with an acoustic set. His voice, somewhere in between John Mellencamp and Bruce Springsteen, helped to carry his folk-rock numbers.

The BoDeans, a band originating in Milwaukee, played at Stepan Center last night (below), featuring songs from their latest album (above), "Black and White."
Thursday night.
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Boilermakers' frosh guard tested to be in NIT

WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. (AP) - Purdue sophomore Travis Rice is one of four Boilermakers this week who will help determine the verdict for the team in the preseason national Invitational Tournament. "He's a tremendous grab," said coach Gene Keady, who sends the Boilermakers against State at Mackey Arena on Thursday night.

"Travis is going to get the first shot," he said. "I want him to be a little waterbug. I want him all over the place." Keady said.

"I want him getting after folks, not backing down, being the kind of guy when someone throws a care­

Trice, a 6-foot-1, 182-pounder from Independence, Ind., had assists (70) than points (29) while making seven starts and playing in 27 games last season. "I want him to forget about scoring," Keady said. "I want him to be a ball to people." Keady said.

"The thing that will happen," he said, "is that he'll become a scorer. When he's not bothered about it, he'll get in the flow ... Our offense is so flexible and everybody can score if you do what you prac­

Keady will go with the same starting unit he used in two exhibition games - a 79-77 loss to High Point and a 76-54 victory over the Cuban National Team, now in Madison Square Garden. Craig Riley at center and Woody Austin and Travis in the backcourt.

A victory over Ball State would send the Boilermakers between No. 1 in Oklahoma State or Evansville on Saturday. The winner of that game moves on to the NIT for next week's semifinals.

"We're young. Defensively we may not be able to stop anything. But it's going to be interesting," Keady said about prospects of playing in Madison Square Garden.

Austln, a former Indiana high school Mr. Basketball who missed the second half of last season because of academic ineligibility, and Riley are the team's only seniors. Painter is the only junior.

"The thing we're that tal­

Call Chris, x1501

NEED RIDE TO NY/NJ/LI AREA!!

JOHNSTON 1-800-727-0029.

NO MINORS.

APPLY WED. THRU SAT. AT

NEEDED AT BRIDGET'S Sat Nov 23

CALL LISA 486-2211

FREE 24 Hour Recording Service.

I stand, I sit ...Eileen

This is the youngest team I've ever had here and you're not

happy birthday Joe Roberts.

the th in g that will happen

that's good, also.

Here's to the #1 BP Blitz coaches,

Good luck Iowa Hawkeyes.

A D O P T I O N

Good love

I'm not sure we're that tall­

or Evansville on Saturday. The

n i g h t ' s f i r s t - r o u n d  game

Eye Monica,

You think I was lost Monday? Just

say YES you're going. (Even Andy

and a life full of love. Please call

will be at forward, and Woody

in el ig ib ility, and Riley are the

in e lig ib ility, and Riley are the

painter is

Madison Square Garden.

Don't forget to put your name and

Choose your own talk-back

ACNE

A N A T Y O U R F O U R

LETTER WORD


Washington, D.C. or Evansville.

This is the youngest team I've ever had here and you're not

"I want him to forget about

or Monica if you can drive, if you are

AN INTERESTING WEEKEND COMING UP

WEATHER

A D O P T I O N

GOOD LUCK Irish woman vs. Penn and State.

I'm selling a major deal II I'm selling

"I'm not sure we're that tall­
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BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association

Leading vote-getters for the 1945 American League Most Valuable Player Award, with position, team, batting average, games played and total points on a 14-6-5-4-3-2-1 scale: (N) signifies a no-decision game.

Player
Position
Team
Bat. Avg.
Games
Total Points
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th

SECOND TEAM

Tito Navarro, infielder; and Patrick Howell, coach of the Kissimmee Dodgers of the Gulf Coast, were named to the 40-man roster. Sent to the minor leagues.

COACHES

T. W. Caswell, center, on the 14-day injured reserve list, was assigned to Daytona, Fla., by the New York Mets. Fleury, defenseman, to roster.

Offensive Lines

308:00pm

Wednesday’s Games

Toronto at St. Louis, 8:35 p.m.

Cleveland at Charlotte, 7:30 p.m.

Los Angeles at San Jose, 7:30 p.m.

North Carolina State 88, Georgia 77

Washington 118, Vgnn Donar 78

Marathon Oil 72, Arizona St. 61

Lafayette 90, Burundi, Africa 56

Wis.-Milwaukee 118, Vgnn Donar 78

Four days after losing to Oklahoma State, 60-54, Texas A&M-Manned, 37-31, the Aggies stepped up their play and defeated Iowa State, 85-65, at Dallas. The Aggies are now 5-0 in conference play, and have moved into a tie for first place in the Southwest Conference.

NBA BASKETBALL

Men’s Interleague Football

Rocky Mountain All-Stars

FIRST TEAM

QB Rick Ebert, sr.
QB Thomas Sullivan, sr.
RB Curtis Baker, Jr.
RB Ramsy Smith, sr.
WR James Scott, jr.
TE Bill Dietz, jr.
OT Christian Toulmin, sr.
C Matt Cutler, sr.
G Pat Soller, sr.
G John Larson, sr.
C Brent Phelan, sr.
PK Sean Goldrich, jr.

QB Mikeusty, sr.
RB Scott Kamecnik, jr.
RB Tony Murray, sr.
WR Will Grannan, sr.
WR/Anthony Lane, sr.
G Pete Lawrence, jr.
G Scott Curtis, sr.
G Al Kozier, jr.
PK Nick Calaciino, jr.

Carroll
De Tom Elmer, sr.
De Mike Geibicki, sr.
Trent Pliskot, jr.
Mike Dougherty, sr.
Erik Benson, jr.
Jordan Larson, sr.
AP Rice, jr.
Peterson, Thomas Sullivan, sr.

SECOND TEAM

Carroll
De Mike Geibicki, sr.
Trent Pliskot, jr.
Mike Dougherty, sr.
Erik Benson, jr.
Jordan Larson, sr.
AP Rice, jr.
Peterson, Thomas Sullivan, sr.

Football

National Football League
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For information, scripts, and an audition appointment please call 284-4640 or stop by room 110 Jose Hall.

Saint Mary's College Department of Communication, Dance, Theatre
Announcements

ADDITIONS FOR STEPPING OUT

BY RICHARD HARRIS

Carmelites in our Province of the Most Pure Heart of Mary, consisting of 285 priests and 30 Brothers, have always respected the decrees of the Church on world missions throughout the United States as well as Ontario and Quebec, Canada and Rome. Our missionaries serve in Lima and Sisicua, Peru.

— CONTACT —
Rev. Peter McGarry, O. Carm., Vocation Director
1313 Frontage Road
Darien, Illinois 60561-5341
(708) 852-4536
Heat blaze to their best start as Seikaly burns Jazz

MIAMI (AP) — Ronny Seikaly had 23 points and 17 rebounds to lead Miami into its fourth straight victory, 111-91 over Utah on Tuesday night. The Heat moved to 6-3, the first time the franchise has ever been four games above .500, and took their third straight win over the Jazz in Miami.

Miami used runs of 8-4, 11-0 and 11-2 in building a 90-64 lead 17 seconds into the fourth quarter. Utah never got closer than 14 points for the game's final 28 minutes.

Bimbo Coles had a career-high 20 for the Heat, as did rookie Norris Steve. Utah was led by Karl Malone with 21 points and Jeff Malone with 16. In their three previous seasons, Miami had never posted it's sixth win before the 23rd game.

SuperSonic 113, Bullets 106

TWO-HANDER, MD. (AP) — Gary Payton scored 16 points in the second half and Michael Cage had 20 rebounds to help Seattle overcome Washington for its third straight victory over the Bullets. Trailblazers 68-61 in the third quarter, Payton had eight points in a 20-4 run which gave Seattle a 9-point lead and held the Bullets to their second straight loss and fifth consecutive defeat at the Capital Centre.

Cage, who finished with 20 points, had six during the decisive period. Washington, which made just 5-of-21 shots in the third quarter, went over six minutes of the period without a field goal.

Nets 122, Kings 118

EAST RUTHERFORD N.J. (AP) — Sam Bowie scored 27 points and Chris Mullin had a key basket and two cluth free throws in the final minute as New Jersey snapped a seven-game losing streak with a 122-118 victory over Sacramento.

It was the 41st consecutive road loss for the Kings, who are 0-5 away from home this season.

The Nets trailed 102-99 in the fourth quarter after Jim Les and Anthony Bonner combined for 15 points. Drazen Petrovic hit his fifth 3-pointer to tie it and the teams traded baskets until Morris took a pass from Bowie and scored to make it 116-114.

Morris had two free throws with 5.7 to play to make it 120-116 and wrap up the victory. Petrovic had 25 points for New Jersey, while Sacramento's Mitch Richmond had a game-high 32 points.

Bucks 127, Hornets 104

MILWAUKEE (AP) — Moses Malone had 23 points and Dale Ellis scored 11 straight in the third quarter as Milwaukee snapped a four-game losing streak by beating Charlotte 127-104 on Tuesday night.

Ellis, who finished with 22 points, expanded an already wide lead with three straight 3-pointers and a basket from an offensive rebound midway through the third quarter. Milwaukee outscored Charlotte 41-20 in the period and also took an eight-point edge a point, with Maine, Larry Krzykowski, and Alvin Robinson.

Kenny Gattison scored a season-high 21 points and Kendall Gill added 19 for the Hornets, 0-6 on the road this season.

The Bucks led 85-63 lead with 6:18 remaining in the third before Ellis went to work. After Ellis’s second 3-pointer, Larry Johnson made a shot for the Hornets. Ellis took a pass from Robertson and hit another 3-pointer for a 94-65 Milwaukee lead with 4:06 left in the third. Del Curry made a 22-foot jumper, but Ellis tipped in his 11th straight point and the Bucks had a 96-67 cushion with 3:33 to go.

The Bucks biggest lead of the game came at the end of the third when Krzyswicki made two free throws to go up 106-71.

'Easy' Pickens opts for NFL after season

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Tennessee wide receiver Carl Pickens has decided to forgo his senior season and apply for the NFL draft, Volunteer coach Johnny Majors confirmed on Tuesday.

In a statement released through sports information director Raywood Harris, Majors said Pickens told him of his decision to turn pro before practice Tuesday afternoon.

"Coach Majors told him before the season that if he decided to turn pro to inform him," Harris said.

In the statement Majors said he "understands Carl doing it, and hopes everybody else understands it also.

"We wish him success in professional football, and appreciate what he's done for the program, the last four years," Majors' statement said. "It did not surprise me that Carl decided to do this. I am happy to have him return, but since he chose not to, we understand his thinking.

Pickens' defensive skills were enough to earn him defensive MVP honors in the Vols' 1990 Cotton Bowl victory over Arkansas, in which he intercepted a pass in the end zone to thwart a Razorback drive. But Pickens made it plain that he preferred offense, and he played there exclusively last season as a sophomore. He led the Vols with 53 receptions last year for 917 yards and set a school single-game record with 13 catches against Notre Dame.

This season he has caught 43 passes for 828 yards and five touchdowns despite being dou-

ble-teamed on most plays.

Pickens is the leading receiver in the Southeastern Conference and seventh in the nation with 92 yards per game. The fifth in the conference in receptions per game.

Always a big-play threat, three of his touchdown catches came on passes of 87, 75 and 60 yards. The 87-yarder against Auburn is the longest in school history.

In the statement Majors said Pickens told him, "I wanted him to finish strong as a Volunteer these last three games." It was widely expected that Pickens would leave Tennessee after this year for the NFL.

The 6-foot-3, 200-pound receiver said as much at the end of last season.

Pickens played sparingly on offense as a freshman at Tennessee but displayed his athletic ability by playing safety on defense for the final five games, during which he intercepted seven passes, including two against Notre Dame.

Pickens' defensive skills were enough to earn him defensive MVP honors in the Vols' 1990 Cotton Bowl victory over Arkansas, in which he intercepted a pass in the end zone to thwart a Razorback drive. But Pickens made it plain that he preferred offense, and he played there exclusively last season as a sophomore. He led the Vols with 53 receptions last year for 917 yards and set a school single-game record with 13 catches against Notre Dame.

This season he has caught 43 passes for 828 yards and five touchdowns despite being dou-
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Pickens is the leading receiver in the Southeastern Conference and seventh in the nation with 92 yards per game. The fifth in the conference in receptions per game.

Always a big-play threat, three of his touchdown catches came on passes of 87, 75 and 60 yards. The 87-yarder against Auburn is the longest in school history.

In the statement Majors said Pickens told him, "I wanted him to finish strong as a Volunteer these last three games." It was widely expected that Pickens would leave Tennessee after this year for the NFL.

The 6-foot-3, 200-pound receiver said as much at the end of last season.

Pickens played sparingly on offense as a freshman at Tennessee but displayed his athletic ability by playing safety on defense for the final five games, during which he intercepted seven passes, including two against Notre Dame.

Pickens' defensive skills were enough to earn him defensive MVP honors in the Vols' 1990 Cotton Bowl victory over Arkansas, in which he intercepted a pass in the end zone to thwart a Razorback drive. But Pickens made it plain that he preferred offense, and he played there exclusively last season as a sophomore. He led the Vols with 53 receptions last year for 917 yards and set a school single-game record with 13 catches against Notre Dame.

This season he has caught 43 passes for 828 yards and five touchdowns despite being dou-

ble-teamed on most plays.

Pickens is the leading receiver in the Southeastern Conference and seventh in the nation with 92 yards per game. The fifth in the conference in receptions per game.

Always a big-play threat, three of his touchdown catches came on passes of 87, 75 and 60 yards. The 87-yarder against Auburn is the longest in school history.

In the statement Majors said Pickens told him, "I wanted him to finish strong as a Volunteer these last three games." It was widely expected that Pickens would leave Tennessee after this year for the NFL.

The 6-foot-3, 200-pound receiver said as much at the end of last season.

Pickens played sparingly on offense as a freshman at Tennessee but displayed his athletic ability by playing safety on defense for the final five games, during which he intercepted seven passes, including two against Notre Dame.
Cal Ripken captures AL MVP Award

Baltimore (AP) — Cal Ripken won his second American League MVP award with 34 home runs and 114 RBIs as member of a losing team. The Orioles shortstop hit .323 with 136 points. Ripken was AL Rookie of the Year in 1982 and MVP in 1983, when the Orioles won the World Series. This time, he did it with a team that was out of contention by early May.

Ripken has established career highs in average, home runs and RBIs and was the All-Star MVP after hitting a game-winning homer. One day earlier, he won the All-Star home run contest.

His 1991 postseason awards include player of the year honors from The Associated Press and The Sporting News.

Ripken's consecutive games streak is up to 1,272 — second-best in baseball history behind Lou Gehrig's 2,130 — but this year he proved he is more than merely an iron man.

Another Vitale coming to Notre Dame

Tennis Association poll for her age group.

Women's Basketball Coach Muffet McGraw is also busy recruiting high school talent. McGraw recently signed Stacy Fields, a three year starter from Mounds View High School in Indianapolis who earned North Suburban all-conference honors.
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His wish for life granted, the Visible Man takes his first steps into the real world — not suspecting that most people, upon seeing him, would either faint or throw up.

ACROSS
1 Suffix for land or sea
2 Those who defy
3 Ghost, or Janet Lind opponent
4 Raise one's spirits
6 Seek
10 Camped
12 Greek
14 United Satan of Bela
22 Young
23 Pen point
26 Raise one's spirits
27 Mel of baseball
28 Declined
29 Famous Colonel
30 With 43-Down, former Dodger
32 Laborers
33 Prefix: seven
34 Treated with
35 Million
36 Covers certain poker bet
41 Jazz of the '50s
42 Skin mark
44 -ectomy
45 Messes of blood
46 Stockings
47 Sinner (var.)
50 Faint
51 Never, Sem.
52 English prep
53 Bridge supports
54 Bridge supports
55 Time of day
56 Takes back to
59 Intended

DOW N
1 Strong drink
2 Midwest city (13 wds.)
3 Tennis firm
4 Spokesman
5 Sea eagles
6 Policy of a military crime
7 Fish — cause
8 Electrical units
9 Merino sheep
10 Midwest city (7 wds.)
11 Germ-free
12 Nuance
13 Film workers
14 Fix for took
15 "Dare I?"
16 Object of devotion
17 Decorisms
18 Object of devotion
19 John
20 -- you
21 Part of MPH
22 U.S. agency
23 Musical groups
24 Roof worker
25 Line — of
26 Consecrate
27 Least difficult
28 Robert Redford and
29 Jack Nicklaus, e.g.
30 "Badge of Courage"
31 "The Red Badge of Courage"
32 Rugby player
33 "The Red Badge of Courage"
34 Author of "The Red Badge of Courage"
35 Piano
36 L.A. company
37 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
38 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
39 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
40 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
41 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
42 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
43 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
44 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
45 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
46 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
47 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
48 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
49 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
50 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
51 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
52 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
53 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
54 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
55 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
56 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
57 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
58 "Thanksgiving Buffet"

CROSSWORD

1 Pen point
2 Midwest city
3 Tennis firm
4 Spokesman
5 Sea eagles
6 Policy of a military crime
7 Fish — cause
8 Electrical units
9 Merino sheep
10 Midwest city
11 Germ-free
12 Nuance
13 Film workers
14 Fix for took
15 "Dare I?"
16 Object of devotion
17 Decorisms
18 Object of devotion
19 John
20 -- you
21 Part of MPH
22 U.S. agency
23 Musical groups
24 Roof worker
25 Line — of
26 Consecrate
27 Least difficult
28 Robert Redford and
29 Jack Nicklaus, e.g.
30 "Badge of Courage"
31 "The Red Badge of Courage"
32 Rugby player
33 "The Red Badge of Courage"
34 Author of "The Red Badge of Courage"
35 Piano
36 L.A. company
37 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
38 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
39 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
40 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
41 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
42 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
43 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
44 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
45 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
46 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
47 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
48 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
49 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
50 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
51 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
52 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
53 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
54 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
55 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
56 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
57 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
58 "Thanksgiving Buffet"
Sports

By MAVE D'HAACON
The Observer/E.G. Bailey

Wednesday, November 20, 1991

A.I.A. outrun, gun Irish 87-76

The Observer/E.G. Bailey

LaPhonso Ellis thunders home a dunk, but it wasn’t enough to overcome the Athletes In Action, as the Irish lost 87-76.

Carroll dominates awards

GEORGE DOHRMANN

Sports Writer

As the smoke from the scandalous interhall football championships finally begins to clear, the Rockne League coaches issued their all-star picks. And after Carroll Hall suffered the shame of being disqualified, several eligible representatives were honored with the league’s most prestigious awards.

Tom Sullivan was named league MVP and Marty Orgen was voted coach of the year.

While Fisher led the way with 10 players on the All-Rockne team, Sullivan earned player of the year honors for the second consecutive year for his outstanding play at small forward and fullback. Sullivan edged out Fisher Rick Ebert by three votes. Despite the close margin Ebert felt that the honor went to the right player.

"He is a good competitor and he plays tough," said Ebert. "He knows the game real well.

Among the many sterling performances Sullivan put forth this year, none shines brighter than his performance against Pangborn in the season’s third

see AWARDS / page 13

By RENEE FERRAN
Associate Sports Editor

How Athletes in Action came away with an 87-76 victory over Notre Dame last night can be described by two plays.

"We wanted a team that we could be proud of," said Dana Dillon, a senior from the Knott interhall team. As in the previous two years of zone defense unfamiliar style can lead to defensive problems.

"We softened up on defense when we got tired," said Dillon. "We'll keep working at it and soon the open shots will start falling. We’re not worried about that.

The Irish open their regular season next Tuesday, hosting Butler at the Joyce ACC.

By ELAINE J.C. DEBASSIGE
Sports Writer

The Blue Division All-Stars and awards for women’s interhall football were named, as voted by the coaches, for the 1991 season.

Senior quarterback Ruth Kmak was named Player of the Year for the Blue Division. Mike Finn was voted as the defensive player of the year. Kmak and Hule both hail from the Knott interhall football team. As in the men’s Rockne division, one team captured both awards.

"I was very surprised," said Kmak. "It was a fun year for Knott football.

Kmak, a senior from Tinley Park, Illinois, was also named to the Blue All-star five-linebackers.

"She (Kmak) is very much a team player," said Dana Dillon, a teammate of Kmak’s. "She is a talented individual. She brings out the best in others and when she’s motoring along we see that she takes the heat off everyone.

The league runner-up, Lewis, also placed four players on the all-star roster. Both Farley and Kmak were selected as backups, and Orgen was named as the backup quarterback.

Irish can’t comeback from run

Knott’s Kmak named MVP

Pasquaieri West, and Kristen Sullivan of Lewis, tied for second place, each picked four players. "It was a difficult choice," said Dillon, a teammate of Sullivan. "He really earned it, and I’m sure Chip Malin, the retiring coach, would be happy to see that he was selected.

The league runner-up, Lewis, also placed four players on the all-star roster. Both Farley and Kmak were selected as backups, and Orgen was named as the backup quarterback.